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What is Compliance
Monitoring?
Compliance monitoring is one of the key elements

Research has shown that ongoing compliance

of the domestic violence court model and can help

monitoring, combined with specialized probation

courts increase accountability for abusive partners

supervision in the community, can positively impact

and safety for victims. Across the country, courts

the behavior of defendants and keep them from

utilize compliance calendars in both criminal and

committing another crime, at least while their case

civil proceedings to ensure that defendants and

is pending.1 While many important stakeholders play

respondents adhere to court-ordered conditions,

a role in the effectiveness of compliance calendars,2

such as orders of protection, abusive partner

the judge can be the most important player in

intervention or other program mandates, and no

helping to increase safety and accountability. Their

new arrests. In the civil realm, judicial monitoring can

sanctioning power and relationship with defendants

also be used to make sure respondents comply with

and respondents can motivate positive change and

parenting plans, supervised visitation, safe exchange,

deter dangerous behavior. The judge’s involvement

and child support. They provide an opportunity

also emphasizes that all parts of the legal system are

for the court to continuously monitor defendants’

in sync.3 Further, ongoing compliance is important

and respondents’ risk and take appropriate actions

for victims, making them feel that the court is paying

to increase victim and child safety and wellbeing.

attention to their case and will learn of and take

Notably, the dichotomy between victim and

violations seriously.4

defendant is not always clear in domestic violence

Compliance hearings send the message that:

cases as some survivors engage in violent behavior

1. Domestic violence is a serious crime that impacts

as a means to resist their abusive partner. Meaningful

families and communities at large;

judicial monitoring of these cases can provide the

2. The court and community are closely watching

opportunity for victim-defendants to receive support

defendants’ and respondents’ behavior; and

while they take responsibility for their actions, seek

3. The court and community will hold people

safety, and choose nonviolent alternatives.

accountable for their actions.
When used effectively, compliance hearings ensure
that orders do not become meaningless and that
the court can respond to violations swiftly with
appropriate sanctions.

2
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How Does it Work?
At its core, compliance monitoring consists of

○○ Hold regular compliance hearings, with a

frequent court appearances before a judge,

separate calendar for high-volume courts.i
○○ Review progress on all conditions and mandates

compliance officer, or referee to monitor defendant

and clearly reiterate the consequences for

or respondent compliance and motivate positive

noncompliance at each compliance hearing.

behavior change.

○○ Respond to all violations swiftly with consistent,

Judicial monitoring usually occurs post-plea or

fair, and graduated sanctions, which may range

post-disposition, but some jurisdictions require

from a verbal reprimand, to more frequent court

defendants to attend compliance hearings

dates, to jail.

throughout their case or as a condition of bail.

○○ Utilize graduated monitoring (e.g., allowing those

Below are the basic steps to compliance

in compliance to appear less frequently) and

monitoring:

offer encouragement but not congratulations for
those in compliance.

○○ Conduct a detailed allocution and review all

○○ To maximize the deterrent effect, require

conditions and mandates with defendants and

defendants and respondents to observe the

respondents at disposition.

judge interacting with those in noncompliance

○○ Clearly explain the consequences for

so they can see firsthand the consequences of

noncompliance to defendants and respondents

noncompliance.5

at the initial time of plea or disposition.

I want more than just compliance. It’s not hard to assess if someone is going to
their program or paying associated costs. Judicial monitoring provides a respectful
opportunity for defendants to change by engaging meaningfully in programs and
treatment. I’m looking for behavioral change and the start of healthier relationships.
It’s the difference between surviving and thriving.
— JUDGE ELIZABETH HINES
15th District Court, Ann Arbor, Michigan

3
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Best Practices for
Compliance Monitoring
This guide outlines best practices to help courts

Examples in Practice

develop or enhance compliance calendars. It

Georgia

provides examples from jurisdictions across
the country who are implementing effective

Judge Berryl Anderson of the Dekalb County

compliance calendars that increase defendant and

Magistrate Domestic Violence Court, an Office

respondent accountability and victim safety. See

on Violence Against Women (OVW)-recognized

the accompanying appendix for sample documents

Domestic Violence Mentor Court, reads the same

from these jurisdictions.

compliance opening instructions before every
calendar to remind and make sure respondents

INCORPORATE
PROCEDURAL JUSTICE

understand the purpose of the court proceeding
(Appendix A). Additionally, when she learns that
a respondent is going through something deeply

Procedural justice refers to litigants’ perceptions

personal and private that may be impacting their

of fairness related to their experience with the

compliance (e.g., a serious mental health or health

justice system. Research has shown that by

issue), she sometimes waits to hear their case until

ensuring that litigants:

the very end of the calendar to limit the number of
people who hear about the respondent’s personal

1. understand the process;

issue. This highlights one way in which she can treat

2. are treated with dignity and respect;

respondents with dignity and respect.

3. are provided with an opportunity to be heard;
4. find court actors to be helpful; and

Idaho

5. perceive decisions as neutrally made,

At Ada County’s Domestic Violence Court, an

they are more likely to feel positively about court

OVW-recognized Domestic Violence Mentor Court,

outcomes, even if they are not in their favor.6

defendants are notified verbally and in writing
about noncompliance. Other relevant parties

Procedural justice can increase compliance with

are also notified, including probation and the

court orders and reduce recidivism. Specifically,

court. Written contracts can then be devised with

in a 2012 study, defendants who believed that the

defendants to address noncompliant behaviors.

court was more likely to learn of and respond to

These contracts are subsequently referred to in

noncompliance, and also thought they were treated

weekly provider progress reports.

fairly, attended more sessions of their mandated
program. Additionally, this study showed that

Minnesota

assignment to judicial monitoring has often led

• The Mille Lacs County Domestic Violence Court

defendants to be significantly more likely to believe

created a three-part offender handbook that

that they understood their obligations.7

outlines all requirements for each of three
phases of compliance-related programming

4
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(Appendix B). It includes information regarding

INTERACT MEANINGFULLY
WITH LITIGANTS

participants’ no contact orders and probation
conditions, which participants write down
themselves. The handbook contains spaces

Engaging in individualized, meaningful, and trauma-

to log attendance at compliance hearings,

informed interactions with litigants is important

mandated treatment, abusive partner intervention

in ensuring that procedural justice elements are

programs, and other positive weekly activities

met. It indicates to litigants that the judge is

(i.e., work, school, volunteering). It also includes

knowledgeable about the specifics of their cases

an acknowledgement of understanding from

and also shows respect for them by providing them

the participant, a release of confidentiality, and

an opportunity to be heard. These conversations

important contact information for key legal

can also demonstrate a sense of care and support,

system stakeholders (e.g., court, probation officer,

which can be meaningful for litigants, particularly

surveillance officer).ii

victim-defendants.

• The Beltrami County Domestic Violence Court,

Post-disposition or post-plea, judges may use their

another OVW-recognized Domestic Violence

individual interactions with litigants to:

Mentor Court, also developed a handbook

○○ Ask questions about litigants’ life and progress

that is carried by participants to their abusive

(e.g., What is one thing you have learned from

partner intervention programs, chemical

your abusive partner intervention program?);

dependency groups, compliance review hearings,

○○ Encourage them to continue making positive

and probation meetings (Appendix C). It

improvements in their life;

contains program requirements; a release of

○○ Review progress from treatment notes and other

confidentiality; an acknowledgement description;

sources as well as sanctions over time;

spaces to track chemical dependency screenings,

○○ Reiterate litigants’ court obligations and

abusive partner intervention programs,

behavioral expectations, highlighting

employment/job search progress, and compliance

consequences for noncompliance and incentives

review dates; and spots to write down orders of

for compliance in a clear and straightforward

protection and conditions of release. Defendants

manner;

complete the workbook throughout their time

○○ Admonish and provide appropriate sanctions for

in the domestic violence court program, and it is

noncompliance;

reviewed and signed by the program facilitator to

○○ Address any barriers to compliance that may

double check what is written.

require additional supports (e.g., transportation
issues, unemployment, safety concerns for

Vermont

victim-defendants); and

Judge David Suntag, now retired, was the presiding

○○ Check for understanding and answer any

judge of the Brattleboro and Bennington Integrated

questions from litigants.8

Domestic Violence Courts in Vermont. While taking
pleas, he encouraged defendants to speak with him

Examples in Practice

to check their understanding and offer them the

Arizona

chance to be heard. He often quizzed defendants to
make sure they understood the plea, and used plain

Judge Wendy Million of the Tucson City Domestic

language instead of legal jargon when explaining

Violence Criminal Court, an OVW-recognized

his decisions. He also created a Stipulation to the

Domestic Violence Mentor Court, credits attending

Facts sheet that defendants would read and sign to

her local abusive partner intervention program’s

ensure they understood their plea.

Domestic Violence Orientation with giving her a

iii

5
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deeper understanding of the program she sends

justice also requires that litigants perceive decisions

defendants to and the language to talk to them

as neutrally made. Jurisdictions across the country

about it. It also increased her empathy for the

have developed sanctioning matrices to outline,

defendants coming before her. In addition to

in a clear and concise manner, the potential

focusing on victim safety, she displays a concern

consequences of failing to comply with court

for the defendant and any children who may be

orders. Consistent use of sanctioning matrices

impacted by the case by asking specific questions

results in fairer judicial decisions and helps combat

about them.

racial bias. These matrices are typically reviewed
with defendants by an agent of the criminal justice

Kentucky

system, such as a probation officer, domestic

In Louisville, Circuit Court Judge Jerry Bowles, now

violence court coordinator, or attorney. These

retired, created and presided over a compliance

matrices are used by judges as a guide and are not

calendar to monitor civil protection orders. He had

intended to limit judicial discretion.

an individualized interaction with each respondent,

Examples in Practice

allowing them to actively discuss their progress.
Over time, the judge created a relationship with

Minnesota

respondents and made sure they knew that the

The Clay County Domestic Violence Criminal Court

court was heavily invested in the successful

developed a sanctioning matrix that outlines pre-

completion of all mandates and the prevention of

trial sanctions for using alcohol or drugs, failing

domestic violence. You can watch a clip of Judge

to be law abiding, missing court, and violating a

Bowles presiding over his compliance calendar here.

no contact order (Appendix D). Sanctions include
increasing judicial review hearings, random testing,

USE SANCTIONING
MATRICES

re-evaluating bail, electronic alcohol monitoring,
and bench warrants (for missing court). The matrix
also includes a section for possible post-sentence

According to research, effective programming for

sanctions for use when a probation agent files a

any offender requires certain, consistent, and fair

probation violation.

consequences for noncompliance.9 Procedural

I was reluctant to use the sanctioning grid. I believed that it would compromise
my judicial discretion by boxing me in to one sanction or another. Consistent use
of the grid has resulted in fairer and more consistent sanctioning decisions. The
best evidence of this is the offenders, who participate more openly with exact
knowledge of what we expect of them and what will happen if they don’t meet
those expectations. It’s not just me holding them accountable—they hold each other
accountable as well.
— JUDGE COURTNEY WACHAL
Municipal Domestic Violence Court, Kansas City

6
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Missouri

With civil cases, we have fewer

The Kansas City Municipal Domestic Violence

tools in the toolbox. The ultimate

Court, an OVW-recognized Domestic Violence
Mentor Court, operates a traditional criminal

sanction is 20 days in jail, but I

domestic violence docket and a joint domestic

strongly believe that just because

violence drug court docket. They utilize a separate
sanctioning matrix for each docket (Appendix

you can do something, it doesn’t

E). While the matrices overlap greatly, the joint

mean you should. We have to look at

domestic violence drug court sanctioning matrix
includes more infractions related to chemical

each respondent and figure out why

dependency issues, such as unexcused absences

they’re not complying. You can’t do

for treatment or check-ins with the offender
accountability coordinator, dilute negative urinalysis,

a one-size-fits-all approach because

missed urinalysis, and adulteration of urinalysis.

what may be a burden to one person

North Dakota

may not be a burden to others.

The Grand Forks Domestic Violence Criminal

— JUDGE BERRYL ANDERSON

Court developed a sanctioning matrix that outlines
potential sanctions for a variety of noncompliant

DeKalb County Magistrate

behaviors, including failure to complete the

Domestic Violence Court

domestic violence court orientation, domestic
violence evaluation or intake; failure to complete
community service hours or other conditions

to phone check-ins to restricting or limiting

of the judgement; and failure to appear for

visitation in integrated domestic violence courts.

domestic violence review hearings (Appendix F).

These additional sanctions should be clearly agreed

Consequences range from a verbal reprimand to

upon with the coordinated community response;

jail time to community service hours to revocation,

indeed, it is helpful to collaborate with community

depending on the type and frequency of violation.

and other system partners to have as many

All sanctions require that a review hearing be set for

sanctioning options as possible. You should also

the next available domestic violence court session.

consider how to handle noncompliance with victim-

ALLOW FOR
INDIVIDUALIZED
SANCTIONING RESPONSES

defendants who may be dealing with extensive

While the use of sanctioning matrices is effective in

Illinois

trauma, which could be a barrier to meeting
probation or court conditions.
Examples in Practice

making sure consequences are clear and consistent,

Judge Randy Wilt, who presides over the

judges have often needed to find ways to reach

Winnebago County Domestic Violence Criminal

the specific individuals before them. The goal is to

Court, an OVW-recognized Domestic Violence

utilize incentives and sanctions that are meaningful

Mentor Court, utilizes “box time” as a sanction.

to each defendant or respondent and encourage

Litigants ordered to box time, must come to

them to engage in positive behavior and avoid

court and watch others’ order of protection and

harmful behavior. Jurisdictions have explored a

compliance cases. They observe the judge’s

variety of new sanctioning methods from curfews

interaction with other litigants and gain a better
7
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sense of how negatively domestic violence impacts
others and how deeply the judge is invested in
preventing domestic violence. It can be a deterrent
effect because litigants can see what sanctions
might be next for them if they don’t abide by the
court’s orders. It also allows litigants to see that the
judge treats similarly situated litigants consistently,
which can increase procedural justice.
Texas
Judge Cañas, a former judge of the Dallas County
Specialized Criminal Domestic Violence Court, an
emeritus OVW Domestic Violence Mentor Court,
found that requiring challenging defendants
to come to court weekly merely to show their
face to him was an effective way to encourage
defendants to take their cases seriously. Judge
Cañas also required litigants who he felt were not
progressing enough to fill out a more thorough
Battering Intervention and Prevention Program
(BIPP) journal. This is a written assignment that
defendants must complete about a topic covered in
their abusive partner intervention class. Defendants
must describe the topic, highlight their thoughts
and feelings surrounding the topic, and outline how
it applies to their life. You can listen to him talking
about his work here.

8
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Dedicate Time, Staff,
and Resources for
Monitoring
Running an effective compliance calendar

throughout defendants’ duration in the domestic

requires dedicated staff to coordinate progress

violence court program, provide updates about

updates from treatment providers, probation,

potential risks and/or needs of the victim. Abusive

and victim advocates; check domestic violence

partner intervention program staff submit detailed

registries and information about violations from

reports regarding participation and compliance to

prosecutors and police; and ensure defendants

the case manager each week. The case manager

and respondents are supervised continuously.

updates the judge and team with information from

Jurisdictions across the country have developed a

all mandated programs as well as their own insights

variety of ways to complete these duties, including

from their communications with the defendant.

assigning permanent judges to the compliance

Uniquely, supervised visitation and safe exchange

docket, holding compliance staffing meetings, and

service providers also attend staffing because these

using resource coordinators, probation officers,

services can be ordered through the criminal case

compliance managers, and case managers to assist

via a request by the victim or the court. Defendants’

with coordinating services and ensuring compliance.

participation and behavior at supervised visitation

Creating formal interagency protocols and

and safe exchange is tracked and discussed at

procedures outlining the monitoring process can be

these meetings, providing a holistic view of the

helpful in making sure that stakeholders work well

family. Any noncompliant behavior is addressed at

together, particularly around information sharing

compliance hearings.

and reporting.

Georgia

Examples in Practice

Judge Berryl Anderson serves as the chief
magistrate judge of the DeKalb County Magistrate

Alabama

Court and presides over the civil compliance

Shelby County’s Domestic Violence Court handles

docket of the Dekalb County Magistrate Domestic

domestic violence criminal matters and protection

Violence Court, an OVW-recognized Domestic

from abuse civil matters when there is a related

Violence Mentor Court. By collaborating closely

criminal case. The domestic violence court team

with the court compliance officer, she accesses a

sets aside time to meet before every docket to

variety of information before hearings that give the

review cases and compliance information. The team

impression that she is thoroughly knowledgeable

consists of the judge, prosecutor, defense attorney,

about respondents’ progress. Two other judges hear

case manager from community corrections, victim

domestic violence civil compliance cases as well,

advocate, supervised visitation/safe exchange

and respondents can be assigned to any judge at

provider, and as their schedule permits, the abusive

any point during their time on judicial monitoring.

partner intervention program provider. Victim

This ensures that respondents are accountable to

advocates, who maintain contact with victims

more than one person in the community. The judges
9
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maintain consistency amongst respondents because

In addition, the judges always ensure that a victim

they share the same judicial philosophy and have

witness coordinator and/or victim is present and

participated in extensive training on domestic

involved at each hearing, including review hearings.

violence, such as the National Council on Juvenile

This ensures that victims’ voices are taken into

and Family Court Judges’ Enhancing Judicial Skills

consideration during compliance reviews and that

in Domestic Violence.

victims have an opportunity to petition the court to
request or modify a no contact order.

Idaho

Michigan

Ada County’s Domestic Violence Court, an OVWrecognized Domestic Violence Mentor Court, relies

In Ann Arbor, probation officers receive weekly

on probation to coordinate referrals to mandated

updates on program and treatment compliance

programming and track progress post-adjudication

and hold group meetings that allow probation

when supervised probation is ordered. Probation

officers to meet with all defendants mandated

officers send domestic violence and mental

to a program at the same time to review their

health referral information to domestic violence

attendance, participation, program payment,

evaluators, receive completed evaluations, and

and other obligations. This method, known as

ensure distribution to the domestic violence court

probation group reporting, allows for consistency

team. After defendants are enrolled in programming,

in messaging about accountability and allows

probation officers review progress notes and

defendants to see the benefits of compliance and

distribute them to parties, including the court. They

the consequences of non-compliance when their

are also in regular contact with defendants and the

peers are rewarded or sanctioned. It also provides

domestic violence court program administrator. Even

peer support to defendants who learn from their

with this probation contact, the domestic violence

peers that it is possible to stay compliant; these

team finds that judicial monitoring is key.

peers sometimes step up to help each other in times

iv

of need. “Even with robust probation oversight,
judicial reviews are essential for victim well-

The existence of one-on-one

being and offender accountability. The domestic
violence judge and probation officer work as a

interaction is critical. Hearing

team. Probation officers provide ongoing, critical

what the judge thinks about your

information judges need to make the most informed
decisions. Judges support probation. The judge

progress, whether positive or

can modify conditions of probation as risk changes.

negative, creates a feedback loop.

The judge, not probation, can jail an offender,
if necessary. Offenders need to know that they

Having someone support you over

will have to return to appear before the judge to

time feels nice, but if you don’t get

demonstrate compliance and answer for any failure
to comply.” – Judge Elizabeth Hines, 15th District

your ducks in a row, the judge will

Court in Ann Arbor, Michigan

pull privileges.

Minnesota

— REBECCA KULAGA

The Stearns County Repeat Felony Domestic

administrator, Fourth Judicial

Violence Court, an emeritus OVW Domestic
Violence Mentor Court, utilizes a 1) full-time

District Family Court Services

specialized probation agent to monitor defendants’
treatment and employment/education activities

10
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There is the carrot and stick element. When offenders were 100% compliant,
we excused them from court. This was a reward; many men would pay current
restitution and child support to avoid court. They would rather work and be in
the community as opposed to being in front of a judge. Some clients needed the
encouragement of the judge and would choose to still come to court when doing
well. There was something about receiving a compliment and being recognized
for good progress from a judge that really mattered to some offenders. The
reviews modeled that [the judge and I] were on the same page and that the judge
supported probation and had expectations of us as well as the offender. In order
for this to work, it is imperative that the judge and probation have a good working
relationship with one another.
— JAMES HENDERSON,
former probation agent in Ann Arbor, Michigan and current national trainer and
technical assistance provider on probation and offender engagement
Minnesota (continued)
and address rule violations at compliance hearings

participate in compliance hearings and staffing

or before hearings if a violation implicates public

with the rest of the domestic violence court

safety; and a 2) surveillance agent to enforce court

team, including the judges. They provide critical

orders through intensive 24/7 surveillance, including

information about defendants’ progress during

random testing and whereabouts checks. These

staffing, which allows the judge to have specific

staff members meet with defendants through

and detailed conversations with defendants during

scheduled and unscheduled visits to ensure

compliance hearings that help correct behavior

compliance with court mandates. They also

before it becomes a violation.

Our judges attend staffing. We have always found it very valuable that they know
what is going on with the offenders even behind the scenes so that when they are
addressing them in court, they can discuss with them their treatment, jobs, etc. We
find it helpful for the offender to know and believe that the judge is aware of who
they are and what they are doing to help assure compliance with orders.
— MERIEL B. LESTER
assistant chief, Criminal Division, Stearns County Attorney’s Office

11
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New York
The Kings County Integrated Domestic Violence
Court, an OVW-recognized Domestic Violence
Mentor Court, has a full-time resource coordinator, a
licensed social worker, who compiles all compliance
reports from community-based abusive partner
intervention, parenting programs, and treatment
programs, as well as supervised visitation resources.
The resource coordinator helps litigants access
services by providing referrals and monitors
progress, participation, and completion of all courtordered programs and services. Before review
hearings, she provides progress reports to the
judge, highlighting any important information. She
also develops strong relationships with all program
providers, who she can contact if the court has
concerns over a litigant’s progress and who also
reach out to her if there are any serious issues with
a litigant. This allows the court to advance the case
and address any safety issues immediately.

12
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Incorporate RiskNeeds-Responsivity
Research emphasizes the importance of

of core competencies such as defining types

implementing a risk-needs approach when working

of domestic violence, understanding one’s own

with court-involved populations. This entails

pattern of violence, demonstrating change,

matching interventions to a litigant’s risk level,

and eliminating abusive behavior. Additional

addressing criminogenic needs in treatment, and

competencies are required for high risk defendants

maximizing learning by using cognitive behavioral

and those with individual treatment needs, which

techniques and strategies responsive to each

may include complying with psychiatric/medical

litigant’s strengths, motivations, and learning

recommendations or substance use evaluation/

styles. By utilizing a domestic violence risk tool,

treatment, and identifying chronic abusive beliefs

such as the Domestic Violence Severity Instrument-

and thought patterns that support ongoing

Revised (DVSI-R) or the Domestic Violence Risk

behavior. Though most jurisdictions in Colorado do

Needs Assessment (DVRNA), in tandem with

not have domestic violence courts with dedicated

traditional risk tools like the Level of Service

compliance calendars, probation often uses

Inventory-Revised (LSI-R), Correctional Offender

defendants’ DVRNA scores to educate the judge

Management Profile for Alternative Sanctions

and request judicial monitoring dates for higher

(COMPAS), or Ohio Risk Assessment System

risk defendants. Probation can also request a

(ORAS), courts can gain information about risk of

modification asking for earlier review dates if the

re-arrest and future domestic violence. These tools

defendant is noncompliant.

10

can also ensure that the court and related actors

Idaho

understand each defendant’s or respondent’s
specific array of needs (e.g., chemical dependency,

At Ada County’s Domestic Violence Court, an

employment barriers, and previous trauma and/or

OVW-recognized Domestic Violence Mentor Court

victimization) and can work to create a supervision

in Boise, the probation department completes the

and program plan to address those needs.

general criminogenic Proxy recidivism tool with
defendants. Domestic violence evaluators complete

Examples in Practice

the ODARA or SARA with defendants for their
evaluation reports, which probation officers rely on,

Colorado

with the Proxy tool results, to separate defendants

In Colorado, defendants are placed in treatment

into high, medium, and low risk categories. These

based on their level of risk. Treatment providers

categories can determine the number of contacts

complete the DVRNA with defendants, and a

the defendant must have, which can include

multidisciplinary treatment team (MTT), consisting

individual probation meetings, accountability

of a victim advocate, probation officer, treatment

group, review hearings, domestic violence class

provider, and social services representative,

observation, field contact at home/employer, and

determine the level and frequency of treatment.

phone calls. See Appendix H for more details.

Defendants must then progress through a set

13
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strong interagency collaboration is in place and

Alabama

includes buy-in from those involved in the on-the-

Shelby County’s Domestic Violence Court

ground operations of programs.11

separates defendants into three groups based
on a variety of factors, including results from

Typically, providers share information about class

the lethality assessment, history and context

enrollment/attendance, participation, substance

of the relationship, police reports, current and

use/mental health treatment, and supervised

previous protection from abuse orders, and other

visitation interactions. It is also important for courts

information. Defendants assigned to Group A must

to collaborate with victim service agencies whose

complete more weeks in their intervention classes

input is critical when thinking about accountability

than defendants assigned to Groups B or C. Each

and compliance, especially in civil cases. By

participant progresses through two monitoring

including this information and being in touch with

phases: the first is high intensity monitoring where

advocates, the “judge knows all” and can have

they must report bi-weekly for judicial monitoring

meaningful interactions with participants about

and report to the case manager once per month;

their progress and hold them accountable for any

the second is less intensive and defendants must

reported violations. It is helpful to designate a

appear in court and report to their case manager

specific liaison to coordinate with service providers

monthly. In order to move between phases or

and advocates, and create formal protocols outlining

graduate, defendants must go a certain amount of

reporting expectations. Additionally, including

time without receiving sanctions.

providers in domestic violence court stakeholder
meetings can help maintain strong relationships,

DEVELOP AND MAINTAIN
STRONG PARTNERSHIPS
WITH AN ARRAY OF
PROVIDERS

keep stakeholders updated on program offerings,
and build capacity of agencies to take on muchneeded new programming for the community. It
is important to pay attention and nurture these
relationships as staffing may change over time.
Examples in Practice

In order to meet the diverse risks and needs of
defendants and respondents in your community

Arizona

(e.g., chemical dependency, abusive partner

Judge Million of the Tucson City Domestic Violence

intervention programs,v supervised visitation),

Criminal Court, an OVW-recognized Domestic

collaboration is key! Culturally responsive programs

Violence Mentor Court, invites treatment program

should be sought out to ensure accessibility for

providers to attend compliance hearings. This

all litigants. Programming for LGBTQ litigants as

allows them to sign new defendants up for classes

well as women who use force and other resistive

immediately and supplement written progress

violence users should also be available. Courts

report information for continuing defendants with

need strong relationships with these providers

either positive or negative reports, as requested.

to ensure that defendants and respondents

The judge then commends or reprimands

are sent to appropriate programming and that

defendants based on that information. Additionally,

effective communication and information-sharing

one of the main Tucson abusive partner intervention

mechanisms are in place regarding compliance. All

providers works at an agency that provides a

programs must be vetted and on the same page as

variety of services in addition to abusive partner

the court, having their own consequence system

intervention, so the judge often relies on them to

for program noncompliance that can supplement

help defendants navigate other systems, such as

court sanctions. Indeed, some research has found

health insurance and mental health.

that programs are often better implemented when
14
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Respondents are ordered to attend a workforce

Florida

development program and show proof of applying

The Miami-Dade County Domestic Violence Court

to jobs. The judge then follows up with litigants

and Domestic Violence/Drug Court, an OVW-

about their progress on all programs.

recognized Domestic Violence Mentor Court, works
closely with the Advocate Program, the community

Minnesota

corrections agency that runs abusive partner

Domestic Violence Turning Points,vi a curriculum

intervention programming and includes treatment

developed in Minnesota, is an educational program

for chemical dependency, mental health evaluation,

for women who have used violence against their

parenting classes, and probation services. Services

partners. As many women who use force have

are available on a sliding scale in multiple locations

experienced intimate partner violence at the hands

in the county at a variety of times and in multiple

of their partners, the purpose of the curriculum

languages (e.g., English, Spanish, and Creole)

is to “help women understand the connections

to meet the needs of defendants. Through an

between the violence they experience and the

agreement with the Administrative Office of the

violence they use” with the goal of ending them

Courts, the Advocate Program tracks defendants’

both. Programs in Minnesota work closely with the

progress in their in-house programming as well as

coordinated community response to ensure that

referrals for other civil or criminal court-mandates

defendants are screened and sent to appropriate

and reports back to the court. Formal collaboration

programming. For example, primary aggressors

agreements with other providers also exist to

would be sent to traditional abusive partner

ensure proper reporting.

intervention programs while female defendants
assessed as using resistive violence, would be sent

Georgia

to a program like Turning Points.

The Dekalb County Magistrate Domestic Violence
Court, an OVW-recognized Domestic Violence

New York

Mentor Court, has strong relationships with a

The Erie County Integrated Domestic Violence

variety of state-certified family violence intervention

Court, an OVW-recognized Domestic Violence

providers (FVIP, e.g., Men Stopping Violence),

Mentor Court, staffs a resource coordinator who has

mental health and substance use treatment

built strong relationships with all the providers in

providers for those needing alternative treatment,

the community. The court collaborates with several

and a supervised visitation/safe exchange program

abusive partner intervention programs, including

(e.g., Nia’s Place), who offer mandated services

a program for female defendants; substance use

to respondents and provide progress reports to

providers, and a parenting after violence program

the court. The DeKalb area is resource rich in that

for women. Recently, upon surveying the programs

respondents can choose which court-approved

in the community, the need for a parenting program

FVIP class they would like to attend, and there

that sufficiently address domestic violence arose.

are some culturally-specific options. The court

The resource coordinator collaborated with several

also has a strong relationship with local victim

abusive partner intervention programs and other

advocacy agencies, such as Women’s Resource

community-based organizations, who agreed to

Center and Tapestri, which bring victims’ voices

facilitate the Caring Dads curriculum,vii an evidence-

into civil compliance proceedings as needed.

based program for fathers who have abused,

Finally, the court has a partnership with a workforce

neglected, or exposed their children to domestic

development program, which is part of the court’s

violence, in addition to their normal programming.

effort to meet litigants where they are at since
many respondents are homeless or unemployed.
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updates to probation officers through the

Wisconsin

virtual SharePoint platform. A uniform progress

Defendants in Milwaukee can be referred to the

report (Appendix J) tracks the timeliness and

Alma Center,viii an organization that offers abusive

thoughtfulness of homework, unprompted

partner intervention and fatherhood programming

participation, accountability, ability to control

that focuses on healing participants’ past trauma

behaviors and impulses, the provision and

and developing attitudes and behaviors that

acceptance of feedback, and displays of empathy

support healthy and respectful intimate partner and

and concern for others. Each item is scored on

parenting relationships.

a 0 (no effort) to 3 (successful) basis, outlined

DEVELOP USEFUL
PROGRESS REPORT
FORMS

in a treatment notes scoring guide. Providers

A key component of compliance hearings is

of the report and probation enters it during the

discussing defendants’ and respondents’ progress.

compliance review hearing.

also provide commentary on how the participant
is faring in class, how they need to improve,
and if there are any warning signs or concerns.
Prosecutors and defense attorneys receive a copy

The use of progress reports from providers and/or

Illinois

staff coordinating all mandates can be a useful tool
for judges to determine how, if at all, defendants

The Winnebago County Domestic Violence

and respondents should be rewarded or penalized.

Coordinated Courts, an OVW-recognized

When developing these forms, it is important to

Domestic Violence Mentor Court with both civil

consider what information should be included in

and criminal dockets, also uses a uniform progress

order to gain a good sense of how the defendant or

report, called the Compliance Call Report, for

respondent is faring in treatment and programming.

all providers (Appendix K). The Compliance Call
Report allows providers to include information

Examples in Practice

regarding attendance, substance use, mental health,
and financial accountability. Providers also rate

Arizona

and provide commentary on litigants’ progress as

The Tucson City Domestic Violence Criminal

it relates to acceptance of responsibility, use of

Court, an OVW-recognized Domestic Violence

techniques learned in class, engagement in help-

Mentor Court, created a standardized form that

seeking behavior, consciousness of the process

all providers offering mandated services must

in room, active engagement, self-disclosure, and

complete prior to review hearings (Appendix I).

utilization respectful language.

This standardized form ensures that all pertinent
information is included and helps the judge find

In civil matters, Partner Abuse Intervention Program

the information she wants to refer to quickly

(PAIP) providers attend a specific compliance

during hearings. The form includes the number of

hearing date for their agency and all respondents

sessions completed, payment compliance, and a

attending their respective programming will

ranking and short answer system for providers to

attend that same date. This allows them to provide

track defendants’ progress on accountability, victim

supplemental information to the court, as needed.

empathy and safety, and attitudes.

In criminal matters, PAIP providers are given the
compliance dates for their participants and are

Idaho

encouraged to come. This shows defendants that

Treatment providers partnering with Ada County’s

the court and providers are on the same page, and

Domestic Violence Court, an OVW-recognized

increases providers familiarity with the court process

Domestic Violence Mentor Court, provide weekly

and helpful information to include in reports.
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who have completed or are in compliance shows the

Minnesota

noncompliant respondents what they might have

The Stearns County Repeat Felony Domestic

to look forward to if they comply with the court

Violence Court, an emeritus OVW Domestic

order. Specifically, hearing positive experiences

Violence Mentor Court, uses a spreadsheet outlining

from other respondents can be a helpful motivation

participants’ phase in the program,ix offense, bail,

tool. Finally, the court calls those who are non-

status, no contact order information, probation

compliant. Before calling each respondent, Judge

recommendation, and comments regarding

Berryl Anderson, who presides over the civil

progress (Appendix L). In the comments section,

compliance docket, often speaks directly to the

the probation officer tracks information regarding

noncompliant group and informs them that she will

each defendant’s treatment, programming,

take a brief recess during which time they must

employment, and drug test results. The spreadsheet

individually meet with the compliance officer to

is emailed to the domestic violence court team

determine why they are noncompliant as well as

before staffing meetings and is used in compliance

how and when they will get back on track. Taking

hearings to discuss defendants’ status.

this break where respondents have to account
for their noncompliance and witnessing the

UTILIZE THE POWER OF
THE COURTROOM

sanctions and consequences levied against their
noncompliant peers can have a deterrent effect
because respondents can see that the judge takes

The compliance docket offers an opportunity

noncompliance seriously and will address it.

to create a deterrent effect through the use of
courtroom theater. Many jurisdictions require

Texas

defendants and respondents to attend the

Judge Cañas, a former judge of the Dallas County

compliance calendar at the start of the docket,

Specialized Criminal Domestic Violence Court, an

so they can observe how the judge interacts with

emeritus OVW Domestic Violence Mentor Court,

compliant and noncompliant defendants and

also addressed compliant cases first to reward

respondents before them. Being strategic about

litigants for positive behavior. He would then

this choice can increase deterrence. It helps ensure

strategically call noncompliant defendants before

that defendants and respondents understand

defendants who were new, doing okay, or on the

what happens during compliance, increasing the

verge of becoming noncompliant. He used these

procedural justice element of understanding.

noncompliant defendants as an example, giving
out verbal reprimands and sanctions, to show

Examples in Practice

what could happen if defendants did not follow

Georgia

the court’s orders. Other courts have followed the

The Dekalb County Magistrate Domestic Violence

example of Dallas County.

Court operates a civil compliance calendar every

INCORPORATE FIREARM
RELINQUISHMENT

two weeks; all respondents with a 12-month family
violence order of protection are mandated to
attend a 24-week family violence intervention
program (FVIP). The court maximizes courtroom

Access to firearms is a domestic violence lethality

theater by having a specific order in which they

factor. Studies have shown that an abusive partner’s

hear cases. First, the court calls respondents who

access to firearms is the single greatest risk factor

have completed their FVIP mandate. Then, they

for intimate partner homicide. The presence of

call those who are compliant with their conditions.

firearms in the home makes victims five times more

Witnessing the judge interact positively with those

likely to be killed.12 As such, many jurisdictions

17
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also incorporate firearm relinquishment into their

which are already included in all of our orders. If the

conditions of release. It is a best practice to then

court becomes aware (with or without petitioner’s

monitor this on a compliance or contempt calendar.

involvement) that the respondent has not complied
with surrender of firearms or carry conceal weapons

Examples in Practice

license, the respondent is then ordered to appear for
a contempt hearing where they may be subject to

Missouri

sanctions, fines and/or jail time for non-compliance.

The St. Louis County Domestic Violence Court staffs
a compliance coordinator who oversees abusive
partner intervention programming, substance
abuse evaluation, and firearm surrender compliance
by maintaining a database and providing up-todate compliance information to the judge at each
compliance hearing. An initial hearing is set six
weeks from the entry of the order of protection,
so the respondent can dispose of their firearm by
relinquishing it or transferring it to a third party.
When compliant, the compliance coordinator
provides a sworn statement of relinquishment
and verification documentation (i.e., a third party
transfer affidavit or police department firearm
relinquishment receipt). If the respondent is
contemptuously noncompliant, they are placed on
a civil contempt docket for review and monitoring.
Additionally, the petitioner can file a motion
for indirect criminal contempt if they learn the
respondent is in possession of a firearm and the
proper firearm paperwork was filed upon the entry
of the order of protection.
Ohio
The Cuyahoga County Domestic Relations Civil
Court, a Division of Court of Common Pleas, an
OVW-recognized Domestic Violence Mentor Court
in Cleveland, requires respondents to relinquish
their firearms and carry conceal weapons license
in compliance with federal regulations. Court
staff obtain an affidavit of respondents’ firearms
possession and carry conceal weapons license
information from the petitioner at the initiation of
filing. The respondent is required to complete an
affidavit of firearms possession and carry conceal
weapons license at the time of initial hearing.
The court has established a procedure to ensure
firearms and carry conceal weapons license are
surrendered in compliance with federal regulations
18
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Putting It All Together
Whether you are planning a new compliance

intervention providers, to make sure litigants see

calendar or enhancing an existing one, you may

all stakeholders as on the same team and receive

want to consider the following:

consistent messaging around expectations and
accountability.

○○ Remember that meaningful judicial engagement

○○ Make sure programs in your community are

is key.

accessible to all litigants in terms of language

○○ When possible, assign a permanent judge to hear

access and other cultural responsivity factors.

all compliance cases, but if using more than one

○○ Stay closely connected to victim service

judge, be consistent.

agencies who also play a big role in

○○ Incorporate procedural justice – make sure

accountability and making sure victims’ voices

litigants understand the process, are helped

are taken into account in compliance matters.

effectively, feel heard, are treated with respect,

○○ Determine what information the judge needs to

and view decisions as neutral.

effectively monitor progress and develop shared

○○ Consider your impact on victim-defendants.

forms and protocols (e.g., progress report forms,

○○ Set up a dedicated time to handle compliance

staffing meeting process) to ensure information

matters.

is reported in a timely and consistent manner.

○○ Consider incorporating risk and needs

○○ Collaborate with system stakeholders to increase

assessment to inform programming and

the array of sanctions available to the judge

monitoring.

and develop a sanctioning plan with graduated

○○ Cultivate strong relationships with key partners,

sanctions.

such as probation and abusive partner

Conclusion
Every court, including those in rural communities,

safety and wellbeing for victims and accountability

can add a best practice of compliance. While not all

for abusive partners.

courts are able to accommodate a separate weekly

For more examples of compliance monitoring

calendar, courts can start by hearing compliance

protocols, scripts, forms, and monitoring/

cases a few times per month. Strengthening existing

sanctioning plans, please contact the Center for

partnerships as well as incorporating procedural

Court Innovation at dvinfo@courtinnovation.org.

justice elements and clear, consistent, and

The Center can also help you set up a visit to one

meaningful sanctioning is also possible with limited

of the highlighted Mentor Courts to observe a

additional resources. By applying these compliance

compliance docket.

monitoring practices, as well as those described
above, courts and communities can better enhance
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